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Abstract

Online communities are increasingly important sites of social and economic life. These communities

depend on the attention of member resources in order to survive. This article asks the question: how

is attention allocated in online communities? Early work highlighted a key promise of the internet: to

counteract homogenizing cultural forces in society and provide a more egalitarian context for a greater

diversity of content to find an audience. A large body of literature has found instead that the allocation

of attention online resembles resource allocation in many offline settings: characterized by power-law

distributions in which a few offerings attract the bulk of attention. Moving beyond just the distribution of

attention, I undertake an ecological analysis of online communities, measuring the location of communities

both in a structural resource space of users as well as in a cultural topic space based on language. In

line with past work, I find that the most generic communities attract the bulk of attention. However,

my study identifies a new pattern: by examining community location in the ecology, I find that niche

communities are not relegated to the periphery of the ecology, but rather can succeed in the very center,

right next to the most dominant, generic communities. This suggests a significant difference in how

the allocation of attention occurs online, and a means through which online platforms provide space for

culturally diverse communities to flourish.
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1 Introduction

Life—social, civic, economic, and organizational—increasingly occurs online. Much of social life flows through

online channels, where individuals connect with friends and strangers alike around shared interests to build

virtual communities (Ren et al. 2012). Beyond daily connection, online communities offer spaces for peer

production, resulting in paradigm-shifting developments like Wikipedia and Linux (Stewart 2005, Fitzgerald

2006), as well as platforms for crowdsourced innovation, problem-solving (Lifshitz-Assaf 2018), and funding

(Peterson and Wu 2021), facilitating the development of new solutions to key societal and economic prob-

lems and funding the latest entrepreneurial ventures on platforms like Kickstarter and GoFundMe. Online

communities also offer spaces for collective civic action, most notably catalyzing social movements as seen in

widespread protests facilitated by digital media such as the Arab Spring, Black Lives Matter, and Occupy

Wall Street (Castells 2015, Caren et al. 2020). The reach of online communities extends even to traditional

firms, offering means for employees to engage with customers (Fisher 2019), share knowledge (Neeley and

Leonardi 2018, Mickeler et al. 2023), and build community (Porter and Donthu 2008), increasingly important

with the spread of remote and hybrid work.

Like voluntary organizations, social movements, and traditional firms before them, online communities

depend on building an audience and attracting individuals willing to contribute. Online communities run on

attention—depending ultimately on individuals as member resources who both consume and produce content.

The network of relationships between individuals and the communities they contribute to comprises an online

ecology of affiliation—a digital parallel to previously described ecologies of affiliation between voluntary

organizations and their members (Breiger 1974, McPherson 1983, McPherson and Rotolo 1996, McPherson

and Smith-Lovin 2002). Given that attention is a limited resource vital for the survival of online communities

(Goldhaber 1997), a key question is: how is attention allocated in online communities?

Early work painted the internet as the great attention equalizer: a countervailing force against cultural

homogeneity (Neuman 1991, DiMaggio et al. 2001, Anderson 2007). In many offline markets, resource

distributions follow a power law, with a few generic offerings attracting the bulk of resources (Anderson

2007, Brynjolfsson et al. 2011), and forming a market center, while niche offerings attract small audiences,

and survive only in the periphery of the market (Carroll 1985, Carroll et al. 2002). The dominance of

generic offerings is an issue of unmet demand—with high search costs and readily available generic offerings,

individuals often settle for offerings that are good enough, but which do not fully meet their needs.

A key promise of the internet was to reduce the amount of people forced to settle for readily-accessible,

generic options, and instead to enable people to more easily optimize against their preferences (Brynjolfsson

et al. 2011). Specifically, the internet lowers search costs and barriers to entry (Brynjolfsson et al. 2011,

Faraj et al. 2011). Online, trying something new requires only clicking a few links or typing a few lines of

text—inexpensive actions relative to the hefty temporal and economic costs of trial and error in the offline

world. In addition, the internet offers nearly unlimited and relatively costless space for a variety of offerings

to proliferate. For online communities, this signaled a more even distribution of attention—a move away
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from power-law distributions in which a few generic options dominate and toward a flatter distribution in

which a long-tail of niche offerings could attract significant attention. Some research focused on online

marketplaces found initial empirical evidence in support of this shift (Anderson 2007, Bhattacharjee et al.

2007, Brynjolfsson et al. 2011, Dewan and Ramaprasad 2012, Zentner et al. 2013, Zhang 2018).

Yet a large body of research since the beginning of the 21st century has found that the allocation of

attention online resembles familiar patterns of resource allocation in offline markets. In contrast to the long-

tail of niche offerings, some work found instead the reproduction of “superstar” or “rich-get-richer” effects

online (Elberse and Oberholzer-Gee 2007, Fleder and Hosanagar 2009, Hosanagar et al. 2014, Tan et al.

2017, Park et al. 2020). Work more explicitly examining the allocation of attention in online communities

has found striking similarities to offline markets: competitive crowding (Wang et al. 2013, Zhu et al. 2014),

scale-based advantages and competitive differentiation of community form (Lin et al. 2017, Hwang and

Foote 2021), and power-law distributions of attention (Newman 2003, Barabási 2009, Johnson et al. 2014).

A key explanation for the emergence of familiar patterns is that attention is still a limited resource online

(Goldfaber 2017), and that individuals rely on readily available information about the choices of their peers

when making their own decisions (Barabási and Albert 1999, Salganik et al. 2006). Given these familiar

patterns of attention allocation, the promise of greater success for a diversity of offerings online may be an

empty one, with the reality of the online world instead reflecting the same patterns of homogeneity and

dominance of generic offerings that describe many offline contexts.

However, most existing work studying attention allocation online takes a distributional perspective, mean-

ing this work examines how much of the total share of attention different kinds of communities attract (e.g.,

Brynjolfsson et al. 2011, Wang et al. 2013). A key issue is that this approach overlooks how the “resource

space” is fundamentally different in online communities. A concept from organizational ecology, “resource

space” denotes the social-structural density map of available resources (i.e. users for online communities),

with the center representing the area of greatest resource abundance, and the periphery representing areas of

relative resource scarcity (Péli and Nooteboom 1999). Power law distributions emerge in contexts with high

search costs, and reflect resources that are discrete and resource allocation that is zero-sum. Different kinds

of offerings must rely on entirely separate resource pools. In online communities, where search costs are low,

individual resources can serve multiple communities in equilibrium (Waller and Anderson 2019, Teblunthuis

et al. 2022), such that resources are no longer discrete and resource allocation no longer zero-sum. This

means that different offerings (here communities) can potentially rely on the same individuals as resources

in equilibrium—by capturing their attention in different ways.

In order to investigate the difference this makes in the allocation of attention in online communities, I

move beyond a purely distributional examination of attention allocation in three ways. First, drawing on or-

ganizational ecology, I locate online communities within the social-structural space of user resources, thereby

enabling an examination of where different kinds of communities can succeed in the overall ecology. Second, I

independently measure the location of online communities in a cultural space based on language—capturing
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what kind of taste a community targets (i.e., generic or niche). This goes beyond existing ecological studies

of organizations and online communities that assume a coupling between cultural taste and location in the

structural resource space (i.e. generic communities in the center and niche communities in the periphery),

and allows for decoupling between structure and culture as a result of users being able to participate in

multiple communities. Finally, I examine how communities succeed, allowing for the possibility that atten-

tion can be captured in different ways, rather than only discretely and in a zero-sum fashion. I do this by

measuring two success outcomes for communities: growth (increase in users) and engagement (increase in

the average number of comments made by each user).

In a study of the online community Reddit, a massive online platform consisting of thousands of topic-

specific sub-communities, I find similarities to existing work in terms of the relationship between what kind

of taste a community serves and how it can succeed. In line with power-law distributional patterns, as well

as patterns in ecological studies of markets (Carroll 1985), I find that it is the most generic communities

that can grow the largest, while more niche communities rely on attracting deeper engagement from fewer,

more dedicated individuals. However, I identify a key difference in attention allocation online in terms of

where different kinds of communities can succeed: namely that online, both generic and niche communities

can find success anywhere in the ecology. This means that, rather than being relegated to the periphery of

the ecology where only a few users exist (Carroll et al. 2002), niche communities can find success in the

most prominent locations in the ecology, right next to the largest, most generic communities. This suggests

a difference in how the allocation of attention occurs online, and highlights a key way in which the internet

can bolster the prominence of a diversity of cultural offerings and activities.

More specifically, the location of niche communities next to generic communities reflects a high-level of

user overlap, meaning that many of the very same individuals engage in both kinds of communities. This

means greater connectivity and cross-pollination among different kinds of communities, and signals a break-

down of traditional barriers between resource bases for different kinds of content. While this diverse set of

niche communities may not gain the bulk of attention, it can exist online in closer proximity to the most

prominent communities, offering greater exposure and potential for cross-cutting discussion and engagement.

These findings, and this study’s emphasis on examining the success of different kinds of communities based

on their position in a structural network of users, also offer a contribution to the conversation on whether

the internet results in a “global village” or instead a “cyber-Balkans” (Van Alystne and Brynjolfsson 2005),

meaning greater unification or fragmentation online. Specifically, these findings suggest that niche commu-

nities need not be relegated to the periphery where they are reliant on isolated users fragmented from the

main user population. Rather, niche communities can coexist alongside generic communities, connected by

shared users.

This article is organized as follows: first, I review existing theory on the promise of the internet; second,

I examine several ways in which the reality of the internet instead reflects familiar patterns of resource allo-

cation offline; third, I detail a different approach to studying attention allocation that informs the empirical
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analyses; I then introduce the setting and data, and detail the method of analysis; after this I conduct a deep

exploratory analysis of Reddit; I then present results from models examining how different kinds of Reddit

communities can find success in different locations in the ecology of the platform; I conclude with a discussion

of the contributions of this article to our understanding of the long tail phenomenon, fragmentation versus

unification online, and organizational ecology.

2 Theory

2.1 The Promise of the Internet

The promise of the internet was to offer a more egalitarian context for social and economic life—a more

level playing field for different kinds of content to emerge and find an audience, and, on the other side, for

individuals to locate products and communities better matching their tastes, and thus ultimately to find

ways to express their identities and preferences through consumption, social connection, and even shared

production (DiMaggio et al. 2001). In this respect, the internet initially appeared to be a ready-made

solution to a key societal and economic issue: the homogenization of culture.

Discussions of cultural homogenization took off with mass-culture theory (e.g., MacDonald 1953, Wilen-

sky 1964), portending the homogenizing force of mass-media and increasingly national markets and insti-

tutions, and continued into the later 20th century with studies of market structure. These analyses found

that increasingly concentrated markets, consisting of corporations making broad-based appeals to common-

denominator tastes in an attempt to draw in large audiences, led to a “massification” of tastes (Shils 1962).

While specialty offerings could survive, they found success only during short-lived periods of increased mar-

ket competition (Peterson and Berger 1975, Peterson and Anand 2004), or were otherwise permanently

relegated to the periphery of the market, surviving off of a small base of highly engaged consumers (Carroll

1985). Similarly, access to communities inclusive of diverse interests and social identities proved difficult

outside of the largest, most densely populated urban areas (Fischer 1975)—a problem of increasing concern

with widespread suburbanization in the 20th century (Baldassare 1992). Overall, these issues concern re-

source availability—many niche offerings struggle to find the resources necessary to survive, while generic,

mass-produced offerings dominate based on their broad appeal.

The internet promised to level the playing field, offering the space and freedom for individuals to explore a

diversity of tastes—not only by consuming products through online marketplaces, but also by finding spaces

for discussion and co-production with like-minded others in online communities (Neuman 1991). Geographic

constraints would no longer limit individuals—including those historically disenfranchised—from finding

communities of like-minded others (Wellman 2001). And individuals who previously settled for generic

cultural offerings in the absence of readily accessible alternatives could now easily locate options better

matching their specific tastes. Scholars hypothesized that these shifts would generate a more balanced

distribution of attention across a diversity of products and communities. Much of this work considers online
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marketplaces, and argues that the digital transition results in more evenly distributed resources among so-

called “superstar” offerings and a “long-tail” of niche offerings (Anderson 2007, Brynjolfsson et al. 2011,

Zentner et al. 2013, Zhang 2018).

Several key characteristics of the internet fueled these predictions. Overall, the internet increases freedom

of choice and lowers formal barriers present in more traditional settings. First, it lowers costs of search and

evaluation, making it easy for individuals to try out many different options and optimize against their

preferences (Brynjolfsson et al. 2011). In online communities, individuals can evaluate whether a particular

space matches their preferences with only a few clicks of a mouse and a few minutes of reading. Second,

online communities have fluid boundaries and low membership barriers, which enable individuals to easily

become active participants and contributors to communities (Faraj et al. 2011). Third, the internet lowers

costs of production, storage, and distribution—offering nearly limitless space for a variety of options to

coexist, including content made in a grass-roots or peer-produced fashion (Benkler and Nissenbaum 2006,

Fitzgerald 2006).

2.2 Familiar Patterns in the Allocation of Attention Online

Despite these hopes and predictions, a large body of research paints a picture of the internet that strays from

the promise of cultural diversity. In both the online marketplace contexts of many studies on the “long-tail”

phenomenon, as well as in many online communities, research has found evidence of patterns of attention

allocation resembling patterns of resource allocation in the offline world, stemming from the reality that,

while online settings lower costs in many ways, they still rely on a limited resource—attention (Goldhaber

1997).

Research has identified three key familiar patterns. First, competition for resources hinders growth.

Several studies locate individual online communities in a larger ecology of communities, finding that com-

munities whose users and topics overlap more directly with other communities struggle to grow as large as

communities with more moderate levels of overlap (Wang et al. 2013, Zhu et al. 2014). The main idea is

that resources are limited, and so communities that rely on resources that many other communities rely on

face greater competition for the time and attention of those resources.

Second, there is evidence of community differentiation and associated scale-based sources of advantage,

through which different kinds of online communities find divergent paths to success. This reflects a dif-

ferentiated base of users who participate in online communities for a variety of reasons (Wasko and Faraj

2005) and who seek out different kinds of communities to fulfill different needs and wants (Teblunthuis et al.

2022, Waller and Anderson 2019). Within an ecology of communities, this means that in addition to large,

generalist communities, there is commonly a proliferation of smaller, specialized communities (Hwang and

Foote 2001). While larger communities may benefit from economies of scale and scope in producing a greater

volume of content (i.e., requiring fewer contributions per user to do so), smaller communities can offer a

different kind of shared experience (Lin et al. 2017). These patterns are reminiscent of how consumers in
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traditional markets select on organizational form identity, such that generalist and specialist organizations

can coexist in partitioned markets by serving different tastes (Carroll 1985, Carroll and Swaminathan 2000).

Third, the overall distribution of attention online resembles resource distributions in the offline world.

Namely, there is evidence that the allocation of attention online follows a power-law distribution (Newman

2003, Johnson et al. 2014). In fact, power laws describe many online dynamics, from user contributions

(Johnson et al. 2015), to the popularity of particular websites (Adamic and Huberman 2000), to the degree

distribution of user networks and sales in online marketplaces (Elberse and Oberholzer-Gee 2007, Tan et

al. 2017, Taeuscher 2019). These power-law distributions point to “superstar” effects and winner-take-all

dynamics—in which a few offerings capture the bulk of attention. This is reminiscent of the dominance of

large, generalist firms in many traditional product markets (Carroll 1985).

Explanations for these patterns revolve around the central idea that attention remains a limited resource

online, and that individuals make choices in how to allocate their attention (Goldhaber 1997). The presence

of competitive crowding based on user overlap suggests limits to attention, and the coexistence of large,

generalist communities and small, specialist communities suggests competitive differentiation. Similarly,

power-law distributions of attention suggest that individuals pay attention to the choices of others in deciding

how to allocate attention. At the same time that an online context makes it easier for individuals to explore

options, it also offers more direct information on peer preferences, which can bolster social influence effects

leading to herding behavior (Adamic and Huberman 2000, Aral and Walker 2014). Through mechanisms

such as preferential attachment, individuals seek out other individuals and communities that are already

well-connected (Barabási and Albert 1999), or, through mechanisms of social influence and status signaling,

engage with content already approved by their peers (Salganik et al. 2006).

Overall, these familiar patterns of attention allocation suggest that the internet may not be the bastion

of egalitarianism and diversity many initially hoped, with the reality of the online world instead reflecting

similar patterns of homogeneity and dominance of generic offerings that describe many offline contexts. Was

the promise of the internet an empty one?

2.3 A Different View of Resource Allocation Online

Despite many familiar patterns emerging in the allocation of attention online, there is evidence of a key

difference at the individual level. To appreciate this difference, it is first important to illustrate how allocation

works at the individual level offline. In offline settings, where it is often difficult to search across the space

of offerings, individuals tend to restrict their activity to a cluster of related offerings (Zuckerman and Kim

2003, Sine et al. 2005, McKendrick and Hannan 2014), optimizing as much as they can to find “the products

that best match their preferences” (Péli and Nooteboom 1999: 1133). This means that an individual can

only serve as a resource for a single or small set of related organizations or offerings. Individuals are

discrete resources which organizations compete for in a zero-sum fashion (Carroll et al. 2002). This has

implications for organizations at the market level: serving generic or niche tastes requires relying on entirely
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different resource bases, and thus occupying different positions in the overall market (Carroll and Hannan

1989, Swaminathan 1995, Carroll and Swaminathan 2000, Dobrev et al. 2002, Negro et al. 2014). Generic

offerings exist in the center of the market consisting of many people holding popular tastes, and specialty

offerings exist in the periphery consisting of a separate and smaller pool of people with more niche tastes.

There is little overlap between these two resource bases, relegating cultural diversity to the periphery of the

market.

Online, these dynamics are different. Specifically, many individuals spread their attention quite broadly in

online communities (Waller and Anderson 2019, Teblunthuis et al. 2022). The low search costs, low barriers

to entry, and fluid boundaries of online communities mean it is possible for individuals to concurrently belong

to multiple, potentially diverse communities. While multiple membership often represents an unsustainable

drain on an individual’s time and attention in offline membership ecologies (Zald and Ash 1966, McPherson

1983), it is much more sustainable in online communities, and thus a widespread phenomenon. Empirical

evidence suggests that many online community users participate across multiple communities—comprising

“packages” or “suites” of communities (Teblunthuis et al. 2022; Teblunthuis and Hill 2022). These differences

also have implications for communities at the ecological level. No longer are resources discrete entities

captured in a zero-sum fashion by organizations competing in a market; instead, online communities can

capture the attention of individuals in different, fractional ways. This means that different online communities

can potentially rely on the same resources in equilibrium.

Examining solely the distribution of attention to different communities—the focus of much existing

work—may obscure how the allocation of attention to online communities reflects these differences. In

order to move beyond a purely distributional examination of attention allocation, I independently measure

where communities exist in the overall resource space of users, what kind of cultural taste they target,

as well as how they find success. First, I locate online communities within the social structural space of

users. To do so, I measure structural location based on user overlaps—users that overlap between different

communities (e.g., Podolny et al. 1996, Wang et al. 2013). This situates each community in the overall

resource space—specifically measuring whether a community is in a relatively crowded area and thus faces

higher competition for user attention, or whether the community is in a relatively sparsely populated area

and does not face as much competition for user attention. Second, leveraging multiple measures of culture,

I capture the cultural taste that a community targets. Whereas in many offline settings, the cultural taste

an organization targets is assumed to be coupled with its position in the structural research space (Carroll

and Swaminathan 2000), here I allow for the possibility that culture can be decoupled from position in the

structural resource space—reflecting the idea that different communities can potentially rely on the same

resources in equilibrium. Finally, I measure multiple modes of success, following the idea that attracting a

greater volume of attention is not the only way to succeed. Specifically, I examine success both in terms of

growth in the number of users, and also increasing engagement, measured as the average number of comments

per user.
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3 Data and Empirical Strategy

3.1 Data

Data for this study comes from Reddit.com. Reddit is an online forum comprised of numerous topic specific

subforums, known as subreddits, which are denoted with an “r,” a forward slash, and then the subreddit

title. There are generic subreddits around large topics such as “r/games,” which covers any and everything

game related, as well as more specialized subreddits such as “r/babyelephantgifs,” which, as advertised,

focuses on sourcing GIFs of baby elephants.

Reddit bills itself as “the front page of the internet,” operating as a source of both news and entertainment.

Founded in 2005 and growing in users and subreddits ever since, Reddit is a flourishing online community.

Data consists of more than 2.25 billion Reddit comments made from 2012 to 2016. I obtained Reddit

comments from data dumps courtesy of pushshift.io (Baumgartner et al. 2020). I chose the period 2012

through 2016 as a five-year period beginning after a boom in Reddit usage from 2010-2011. I limited the

sample to only active subreddits—defined as subreddits attracting an average of at least 100 comments per

month during their lifespan. I excluded subreddits that survived for only a single month, to exclude junk or

spam subreddits. I also excluded non-English subreddits. At the comment level, I removed comments where

the username or text had been deleted, removed, or did not exist. At the user level, I included only users

who made at least 10 comments total in their lifetime on the site. Additional details and explanations for

these and other sampling criteria can be found in Appendix A. The final sample includes a total of more

than 2.25 billion comments, 14,212 unique subreddits, and more than 7.3 million unique users across 440,235

subreddit-month observations.

3.2 Measures

3.2.1 Dependent Variables.

Following many studies of organizational growth rate (e.g., Geroski 2005, Chen et al. 2012), I measure the

first dependent variable, growth rate, by dividing the size (i.e. number of users) of a subreddit in month t

by the size in month t− 1 and then taking the natural log:

Growthit = ln

(
NumUsersit

NumUsersit−1

)
Where i denotes the subreddit of interest and t denotes the month. I measure the second dependent

variable, engagement, as the average number of comments per user made in the focal subreddit. I measure

change in engagement in the same way as growth rate:

Engagementit = ln

(
NumCommentsPerUserit

NumCommentsPerUserit−1

)
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3.2.2 Measuring Structure

The first key independent variable is structure. This variable is key to this analysis because it specifies the

location of a subreddit in the overall resource space of users. Specifically, we need a measure that captures

whether a subreddit is located in a relatively competitive or noncompetitive space—signifying, respectively,

centers of the resource space versus peripheral areas. I do not restrict the resource space to a single center,

but rather, in order to examine the relative competitiveness of a subreddit’s location, allow for the possibility

of many “centers” of competition in the space.

Structural crowding offers a suitable measure. I followed previous studies in organizational ecology (e.g.,

Podolny et al. 1996) in measuring crowding as the sum of niche overlaps. Niche overlap represents the

proportion of shared users between two subreddits. For example, suppose there are two subreddits i and

j. If subreddit i has 100 users, subreddit j has 50, and 25 users are members of both i and j, then i ’s

niche overlap value is .25, and j ’s overlap value is .5. However, I adapt this measure by weighting niche

overlaps by the size of the alter subreddit. This means that the structure measure here captures not only

competitiveness, but also distance from the largest, most prominent communities. Continuing the example,

then, I weight each niche overlap by the logged size of the alter subreddit. For subreddit i, this means

multiplying .25 by ln(50), which equals 0.978. For subreddit j, this means multiplying 0.5 by ln(100), which

equals 2.303. Overall, structural crowding, which I refer to as structure for the sake of brevity, represents

the sum of the weighted niche overlaps for the focal subreddit i with all other j subreddits in time t :

Structureit =
∑
i̸=j

ln(Sizejt)Overlapijt

3.2.3 Measuring Culture in Two Ways

The second key independent variable is culture. I measure culture in two ways. These measures capture

what kind of content a subreddit produces and thus what kind of taste it targets. Specifically, these measures

capture the distinctiveness of content relative to the content of all other subreddits. This enables measure-

ment of whether a subreddit is targeting a relatively generic or niche taste. A high culture score indicates a

niche taste, whereas a low culture score indicates a generic taste. I refer to these measures as measures of

culture, rather than cultural distinctiveness, for the sake of brevity.

In measuring culture, I follow recent work that has examined culture through the lens of language (e.g.,

Srivastava and Goldberg 2017, Srivastava et al. 2018, Kozlowski et al. 2019). I similarly measure culture

through the lens of language used in subreddits. Before calculating the measures, I conducted standard text-

preprocessing steps on comment text data, including correcting spelling errors, removing hyperlinks, and

lowercasing all words. I also ran an algorithm that detects common bigrams—meaning that, for example,

occurrences of “New York” in the data are treated as such rather than as “new” and “york” separately. For

both measures, I included only words that appear at least 5 times in the entire Reddit comment data for
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each month, to eliminate garbage words.

The first measure of culture is relatively simple, yet powerful. I follow Zhang et al. (2017) in measuring

a subreddit’s culture in terms of the distinctiveness of words appearing in that subreddit. Specifically, I

measure the distinctiveness to subreddit s of each word w that appears in the subreddit, as the pointwise

mutual information (PMI) between w and its subreddit context s relative to all subreddits S :

CulturePMIst =
∑
w

ln
Pst(w)

PSt(w)

Where Pst(w) is w ’s frequency in the focal subreddit s at time t and PSt(w) is w ’s frequency across all

subreddits S at time t. w is distinct to subreddit s if it occurs more frequently in s than in all subreddits

S. These scores are calculated for each word occurrence w in s, and then logged and summed to produce a

score for each subreddit s at each time t. Generic subreddits have a CulturePMI score close to 0, meaning

words tend to appear just as frequently in that subreddit as in all other subreddits, while distinct subreddits

have higher CulturePMI scores. See Appendix B for example distributions of word PMI scores, as well as

examples of words considered distinct and generic within the context of particular subreddits.

I also measure culture in a more complex way that goes beyond relative word frequencies, to take the

meanings of words into account. To do so, I leverage a word embedding model. Word embedding models

generate vectors for words derived from word co-occurrences in the data. This generates an n-dimensional

conceptual space, in which words that co-occur together frequently will be located close together, signifying

semantic similarity (Aceves and Evans 2023). Word embedding models generate vectors for each word

that capture multiple dimensions of meaning and thus multiple dimensions of similarity. This allows for

more complex associations such as the classic example of word algebra: vector(“king”) – vector(“man”) +

vector(“woman”) results in a vector closest to vector(“queen”) (Mikolov et al. 2013). In addition, word

embeddings can capture similarities not only of words that co-occur with one another, but also that co-occur

with shared context words. A key advantage of word embedding models is that they allow for comparison

between words, and aggregated up, entire corpuses, that takes into account greater complexity of semantic

relationships, grounded in the meaning of the words as used in the corpus itself.

I trained a word embedding model on each month of text data to produce 300-dimensional word vectors

(results robust when using 100-dimensional vectors as well). Appendix C provides additional detail on the

specific model used and the trainings process. I then created a vector for every comment by averaging the

word vectors within each comment. Following this, I created a vector for every subreddit by averaging the

vectors of comments appearing in that subreddit in the given month.

Using these subreddit embeddings, I then calculated similarity scores. Within text embedding spaces,

cosine-similarity is the preferred method of measuring similarity because it captures vector direction but not

magnitude. To generate a culture measure for each subreddit, I measured the cosine similarity between that

subreddit’s vector and every other subreddit’s vector, and then calculated the average of these similarities.
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In doing so, I followed other studies that measured similarity across entities in embedding space (e.g., Burtch

et al. 2021; Carlson 2022; Guzman and Li 2022). This measure can be represented as follows:

CultureW2Vit = 1− 1

J

∑
i̸=j

cos(vit, vjt)

Where vit is the vector representation of subreddit i at time t, vjt is the vector representation of subreddit

j at time t, and cos is the cosine similarity of these two vectors, defined as cos(A,B) = AB
||A||||B|| . For subreddit

i at time t, the CultureW2V score represents the average of all cosine similarities between vit and vjt for all

other subreddits j in J, which I then subtract from 1 to obtain a measure of average cosine distance, such

that a high score represents a distinctive culture.

3.2.4 Controls

In addition to the key independent variables, I also included several controls. First, I include a control for the

age of the subreddit—measured as the number of months since the first comment in the subreddit. Second,

during the time period of the study, Reddit administrators denoted some subreddits as “defaults”—meaning

that new users automatically became members of these subreddits and thus were exposed to their content.

Because “default” status is likely to have an impact on both user growth and engagement, I include a

dummy variable denoting whether a given subreddit had default status during a given month. Third, I

include a dummy variable for moderator activity. I captured whether each subreddit had comments removed

by moderators—denoted in the raw data as comments where the text reads as “[removed].” I also included

the average length of comments in the subreddit (measured as the average number of words per comment),

in line with prior ecological studies of online communities (Wang et al. 2012).

3.3 Analysis

For the main analyses, I ran panel fixed effects models for growth and engagement. I applied natural log

transformations to all variables except age, moderator activity, and default status. Structure and culture

variables were highly skewed, so I leveraged the lnskew0 command in Stata, which applies a log transfor-

mation on the variable plus or minus a constant chosen such that skewness is zero, and which allows log

transformation of variables including zero values (Casciaro and Piskorski 2005; Zhu and Chen 2014). Results

are robust when models are run with standard log transformations.

While many subreddits were active from the first until the last time they appeared, some subreddits have

gaps, in which they became inactive and then active once again. Thus, the subreddit-months observed were

a subset of the total possible subreddit-months. This represents a potential selection problem—endogeneity

that could bias parameter estimates, as the reasons for being active or inactive in a given month are likely

related to the outcomes of interest. In order to adjust for this selection issue, I ran a probit regression

predicting the likelihood of a subreddit being active in a given month as a function of age and a random
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effect. I transformed the predicted probability of being active via inverse Mills ratio and included it as a

control in the main growth and engagement models (Heckman 1979; Tortoriello et al. 2012). Including this

control did not significantly change parameter estimates in the main models. I specify the following model

for growth and engagement:

yit = β1ln(NumUsersit−1)

+ β2ln(CommentsPerUserit−1)

+ β3ln(CommentLengthit−1)

+ β4ModActivityit−1

+ β5Ageit

+ β6Defaultit−1

+ β7ln(Cultureit−1)× ln(Structureit−1)

+ β8ProbabilityOfBeingActiveit

+ γi + δt + ϵit

Where yit is growth or engagement, γi is a subreddit fixed effect, δt is a month fixed effect, and ϵit is the

idiosyncratic error term. Standard errors are clustered at the subreddit level.

4 Preliminary Descriptive Exploration of Reddit

4.1 Key Correlations

Table 1 shows descriptive results for untransformed variables, and Table 2 shows the correlation matrix for

transformed variables. I explore some key correlations in detail below.

——————————– Insert Table 1 about here ——————————–

——————————– Insert Table 2 about here ——————————–

Size is a very important variable in the consideration of organizational ecologies. Existing theory argues

that size lines up both with market position and the level of cultural distinctiveness of the content an

organization produces, with large generalists producing mass-market products and occupying the densest,

most competitive areas, and small specialist producing niche products and occupying the sparse peripheries

(Carroll 1985). I examine here whether these relationships hold at a descriptive level in the Reddit data.

First, I consider the relationship between culture and size. For the CulturePMI measure, there is a

strong negative relationship between culture and size—showing that the most culturally distinct subreddits

are often small in size, while the most culturally generic subreddits are often large. This makes sense: the
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larger a subreddit is, the harder it is to sustain a unique language focused on an area that does not relate

to other subreddits. In other words, as subreddits grow, the influx of new users from other areas means

that the content tends to become more generic overall. This suggests some similarities between offline and

online patterns in terms of size and culture. Considering the CultureW2V measure, there is a still negative,

yet not nearly as strong, relationship with size. Given that this measure is not strictly dependent on word

frequencies, and instead dependent on word meaning in context, it makes sense that there is a weaker

relationship between culture and size.

——————————– Insert Figure 3 about here ——————————–

Finally, as seen in Figure 3, there is no strong relationship between size and the structural position of

subreddits. There is variation all along the size spectrum in terms of the structural position of subreddits,

suggesting that subreddits of different sizes occupy a variety of structural positions—a key difference from

many offline contexts.

4.2 Power-Law Distribution of Attention on Reddit

Before exploring the structure and culture of subreddits, I first show the distribution of attention to different

subreddits. Figure 1 below displays a plot of the number of comments made on Reddit, by subreddit. The

plot reveals an extreme distribution of attention, with a small fraction of subreddits receiving the bulk of

attention. This distribution is even more extreme than resource distributions in offline settings. In Figure 2,

I binned the subreddits by comment size, to give a better sense of the distribution. Overall, these two plots

show that a familiar, power-law distribution of resources occurs on Reddit.

——————————– Insert Figure 1 about here ——————————–

——————————– Insert Figure 2 about here ——————————–

4.3 Visualizing Structure and Culture

Figure 4 below displays two graphs visualizing the structure and culture of Reddit in December 2016—the

last period in the data included in this article. For structure, I created 300-dimensional vectors of each

subreddit based on user membership, doing so by calculating a truncated singular value decomposition on a

subreddit-by-subreddit matrix of user overlaps.1 For culture, I leverage the subreddit embeddings underlying

the CultureW2V score.

——————————– Insert Figure 4 about here ——————————–

1See Robustness Checks for additional information on how I created these embeddings.
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I created the visualizations below using the t-SNE procedure to plot in two-dimensions the 300-dimensional

vectors of structure and culture (Van der Maaten and Hinton 2008).2 In the graph, each circle denotes a

subreddit, and the size of the circle reflects the number of users in the subreddit during that month.

The different colors in the structural graph represent different clusters of subreddits based on overlapping

users, identified by running a K-means clustering algorithm on the subreddit structure vectors. The structural

graph shows that there is not just one singular market center, but rather multiple clusters of subreddits with

many overlapping users. There is one cluster consisting of the largest subreddits. Many of these subreddits

include the most general, high level subreddits, such as r/AskReddit, r/funny, r/pics, r/videos, and r/gifs.

However, there is also an abundance of smaller subreddits that exist in positions very close to these largest

subreddits. There are also additional clusters of subreddits—both dense and sparse and consisting of large

and small subreddits—in other parts of the space. In other words, the picture here does not resemble a

traditional partitioned market with a single market center and a periphery consisting of small organizations.

This graph also helps to show the meaning of the structure variable. Subreddits in dense areas, indicating

many overlapping users, will have high structure scores. The highest structure scores will be seen in those

subreddits that have overlapping users with the largest subreddits, indicating high competition for users.

I also include a graph that maps subreddits based on their cultural content. I created this graph from

the subreddit culture vectors underlying the CultureW2V measures. I again mapped these into a two-

dimensional representation using the t-SNE procedure. And once again, here the different colors in the

graph represent different clusters of subreddits based on cultural similarity, identified by running a K-means

clustering algorithm on the subreddit culture vectors. The size of the circles here again reflects the size of

the subreddits. The first point to note is that culture offers a related, yet distinct picture of the subreddit

space. This underscores the idea that structure and culture are related, yet distinct elements of social

connection (Emirbayer and Goodwin 1994), and thus two ways of mapping the location of communities

in space. Another important point is that there is a great diversity of cultural content—represented by

numerous clusters of content, rather than a single center and then only diversity at the periphery.

Finally, in Figure 5, I include the same structural graph as in the previous figure. Here, however, the colors

represent CulturePMI scores. Darker shades indicate higher CultureW2V scores, meaning more distinctive

cultures, whereas lighter shades indicate more generic cultures. What is important to highlight here is that

we can see distinct subreddits and generic subreddits overlapping and occupying locations right next to one

another. This offers descriptive evidence of a key difference in resource allocation online—specifically that

different kinds of communities can rely on the same users and occupy the same locations in the structural

resource space. This illustrates the importance of measuring structure and culture independently.

——————————– Insert Figure 5 about here ——————————–

2One point to note is that t-SNE visualizations preserve local structure more accurately than global structure. I thus

introduce this graph for exploratory purposes, rather than to draw final conclusions.
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4.4 Variation in Subreddit Structure and Culture

In this section I provide examples of subreddits in different structural positions and with different cultural

profiles. Below in Figure 6 is a graph of the four quadrants (separated by the means of the structure and

culture variables) with the examples of specific subreddits located based on their average monthly values

of structure and culture (CulturePMI). This offers further descriptive evidence of a decoupling between

structure and culture, and the question I will investigate in the main empirical section is whether different

cultural profiles can find success in these different structural locations.

——————————– Insert Figure 6 about here ——————————–

First I consider the lower left quadrant—containing subreddits with both low structure and low culture

scores. There are two kinds of subreddits that fit this profile. The first is very large generalist subreddits that

have effectively outgrown competition. Basically these subreddits are ecosystems on their own, monopolizing

the attention of users. These subreddits are where many new users first go when they join Reddit. One

example is r/IAmA. r/IAmA is a very large subreddit, where people can start a thread by declaring “I am”

followed by their profession or a unique experience they have had, and then people in the comments will ask

questions about their life and work—a process known as an “ask me anything” session. Many celebrities

have posted in this subreddit, often as a promotion for an ongoing project (e.g., movie, album, tv show).

Most famously, former President Barack Obama sat for an AMA session in 2012, actually crashing the site

briefly. This community has an average of 79,815 users making a total of 194,749 comments per month.

The other profile in this quadrant consists of smaller but still self-contained communities, like those for a

particular city or community, such as r/Charlotte—for Charlotte, NC. To give a sense of the scale difference,

r/Charlotte has an average of 851 users making 33,373 comments per month. Content here is relatively

generic as well—content that could apply to living in any city such as a recent post looking for “Summer

sport activities for [my] kid.”

Next, the upper left quadrant contains subreddits with low structure but high culture scores. These are

subreddits that are isolated both structurally and culturally. These are very niche subreddits populated by

users with distinct interests, who do not participate across many other subreddits. These subreddits tend to

be very small. Examples include subreddits focused on obscure video games or TV shows, or obscure offshoots

of more mainstream content. A specific example of a subreddit in this quadrant is r/ClubNintendoSwap,

which has an average of 50 users making a total of 175 comments per month. While Nintendo is a hugely

popular video game company, Club Nintendo was a niche customer loyalty program, where customers could

obtain rewards for providing feedback on Nintendo products—rewards that they could in turn exchange for

limited edition items such as trading cards. The purpose of r/ClubNintendoSwap was to create a space

for users to “trade club Nintendo rewards”—effectively a marketplace for those seeking to swap rewards.

Another example is r/HomeKit, for discussion of the Apple Home app, a software platform for interfacing

with smart home devices. This subreddit had an average of 60 users making a total of 161 comments per
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month.

The final two quadrants occupy structurally crowded areas—subreddits here have relatively high structure

scores and so share many of their users with other subreddits, especially the largest subreddits. The bottom

right quadrant contains subreddits with low culture scores. Examples include quite popular and large

subreddits that deal with generic content but are relatively less self-contained, such that they often slot into

a larger suite of subreddits engaged in by their users. These include subreddits like r/LosAngelesRams, for

fans of the NFL team, which has an average of 866 users making a total of 4,607 comments per month.

Another example is the r/Liberal community, a generic subreddit for discussion of liberal leaning politics,

which has an average of 578 users making a total of 1,867 comments per month.

Finally, the upper right quadrant contains subreddits with high structure scores and high culture scores.

These are subreddits which produce relatively distinct cultural content but are still closely connected struc-

turally to many other subreddits, including the largest subreddits. These subreddits are usually smaller in

size but still occupy the densest areas of the resource space. Examples include subreddits that combine

popular and niche content, or niche content that fits within a broader suite of participation such that these

subreddits do not function as self-contained spaces where only isolated users gather. Specific examples include

subreddits focused on niche humor, like r/GoodFakeTexts, which focuses on discussion of funny screenshots

of fake text exchanges, and which has an average of 153 users making a total of 231 comments on average

per month. Another example is r/MapsWithoutNZ—a subreddit dedicated to chronicling the surprisingly

common and amusing phenomenon of maps that unintentionally omit New Zealand (including, the top post

of all time in the subreddit, a map from New Zealand’s own official government web page). This subreddit

has an average of 215 users per month making a total of 302 comments per month. If these subreddits can

find a way to succeed, this suggests that even in densely populated, competitive areas, subreddits targeting

relatively “niche” or “esoteric” tastes can thrive, meaning that generic tastes do not completely dominate.

5 Main Analyses

5.1 Growth

Table 3 reports results from models of subreddit growth. Model 1 considers the effects of key controls,

without the main variables of interest, structure and culture. In line with the liability of newness, age

has a positive effect on growth across all models, showing that older subreddits are better able to increase

the size of their user base. When success is considered in terms of pure quantity of users, then the more

developed content of older communities may be beneficial. The size of a subreddit (number of users) has

a negative effect on growth across all models, suggesting that larger communities may struggle to continue

growing. Subreddits that are assigned default status also grow more. Finally, subreddits where the average

user comments more are able to grow more, however a longer average comment length has a negative effect

on growth, suggesting a negative relationship between the depth of comments in a subreddit and growth.
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Mod activity has a non-significant effect across all models.

——————————– Insert Table 3 about here ——————————–

——————————– Insert Table 4 about here ——————————–

Models 2 and 3 consider the main effects of structure and the two culture measures. Across these models,

structural crowding has a negative effect on growth, in line with much literature in organizational ecology

(Carroll and Hannan 1989). In these two models, a higher culture score (indicating a distinctive culture)

has a negative effect on growth. This suggests that a generic cultural profile is better for growth. Models 4

and 5, the main models of interest, consider interaction effects between structure and culture.3 For the PMI

Culture measure, this interaction is not significant, and there remains a negative main effect of culture. For

the W2V Culture measure, this interaction is significant.

To more easily interpret these effects, I examine the average marginal effect of culture at different levels

of structure (meaning different locations in the resource space of users). Additionally, I examine predicted

outcomes at key levels of both structure and culture. Table 4 contains average marginal effects of culture

at different levels of structure. Culture has a consistent negative effect across different levels of structure.

The effect of the PMI culture measure is very consistent across different levels of structure. For example,

the effect at two standard deviations below the mean of structure is (β = -0.0479, p < 0.001) and the effect

at two standard deviations above the mean of structure is (β = -0.0436, p < 0.001). For the W2V culture

measure, the effect is more contingent on structure. However, this effect is still negative except at the lowest

values of structure. Culture here becomes more important at the highest structure levels, where there is

the most competition for attention: (β = -0.0310, p < 0.001). Figures 7 and 8 provide visualizations of

these effects, showing predicted values at different key values of structure and culture. The most important

takeaway is the consistent negative effect of culture across the different levels of structure, and across two

measures of culture.

——————————– Insert Figure 7 about here ——————————–

——————————– Insert Figure 8 about here ——————————–

5.2 Engagement

Table 5 reports results from models of subreddit engagement. Model 1 considers the effects of key controls,

without the main variables of interest, structure and culture. Here again age has a positive, but very small

effect, in line with the liability of newness. The size of communities has a positive effect on engagement across

all models, suggesting that larger communities tend to attract deeper engagement. The average number of

3Running models with squared structure terms, and a three-way interaction between structure squared and culture, yields

consistent results, but I omit this squared structure term in models reported here for the sake of interpretability. I do the same

for engagement models below.
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comments per user and average comment length have negative effects, suggesting that communities with

already deep engagement struggle to attract deeper engagement. Being a default also has a negative effect

on engagement. Mod activity has a non-significant effect across all models.

——————————– Insert Table 5 about here ——————————–

——————————– Insert Table 6 about here ——————————–

Models 2 and 3 consider the main effects of structure and the two culture measures. Across these

models, a high structure score has a positive effect on engagement. In these two models, a high culture

score (indicating a distinctive culture) has a positive effect on engagement. This suggests that a distinctive

cultural profile is better for engagement. Models 4 and 5, the main models of interest, consider interaction

effects between structure and culture. For the PMI Culture measure, this interaction is not significant, and

there remains a positive main effect of culture. For the W2V Culture measure, this interaction is significant.

To more easily interpret these effects, I again examine the average marginal effect of culture at different

levels of structure, as well as predicted outcomes at key levels of both structure and culture. Table 6 contains

average marginal effects of culture at different levels of structure. Culture has a consistent positive effect

across different levels of structure. The effect of the PMI culture measure is very consistent across different

levels of structure. For example, the effect at two standard deviations below the mean of structure is (β =

0.0556, p < 0.001) and the effect at two standard deviations above the mean of structure is a bit stronger

at (β = 0.0637, p < 0.001). For the W2V culture measure, the effect is more contingent on structure.

However, this effect is still consistently positive across all values of structure. For example, the effect at two

standard deviations below the mean of structure is (β = 0.0243, p < 0.001) and the effect at two standard

deviations above the mean of structure is a bit stronger at (β = 0.0460, p < 0.001). Figures 9 and 10 provide

visualizations of these effects, showing predicted values at different key values of structure and culture. The

most important takeaway is the consistent positive effect of culture across the different levels of structure,

and across two measures of culture. What is most unusual here is that subreddits can survive with a distinct

cultural profile, even in the most competitive structural locations of the resource space.

——————————– Insert Figure 9 about here ——————————–

——————————– Insert Figure 10 about here ——————————–

5.3 Tradeoff and Cultural Diversity

Taken together, the results suggest that subreddits face a tradeoff: target a generic cultural taste to attract

more users and grow, or target a niche cultural taste to attract deeper engagement from users in the form

of more comments per user. These findings map on to power law distributions of attention—it is the few,

generic offerings that attract the bulk of attention from users, while a plethora of small offerings attract

deeper engagement from a smaller user base.
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However, the results of the analyses above offer something new in terms of where different kinds of

offerings can survive. By measuring structure and culture independently, I examined where in the resource

space different kinds of cultural offerings succeeded. I found that the tradeoff described in the previous

paragraph operates across all locations in the resource space, such that both generic and niche offerings

can find success in any location in the space of users. This is a key difference from how resources are

allocated in offline markets, in which different kinds of offerings are located in different locations in the

market. On Reddit, even very niche offerings can find success in the most prominent, crowded locations

in the resource space, right next to the largest, most generic communities. Thus, while it may not be that

attention is distributed more evenly away from generic offerings and toward more niche offerings in terms

of pure volume, it is the case that niche offerings can succeed in a more prominent location in the overall

resource space, meaning that there is a breakdown in the separation of resources consuming different kinds

of content.

5.4 Robustness Checks

To examine the robustness of results, I conducted several additional tests. First, I ran models for growth and

engagement with a different measure of structure. I do not use this measure in the main analyses because it

can capture higher order user overlaps, rather than only direct user overlaps between two subreddits, which

is what I want to measure. However, the differences in this measure offer a nice check of the robustness of

the results to alternative means of measuring structure.

This is the same structure measure underlying the structure t-SNE plots of Figures 4 and 5. To con-

struct this measure, I followed a process detailed in Martin’s community2vec paper (2017). The overall

idea is, instead of a crowding variable, to create a vector representation of each subreddit based on their

user memberships. First, I created a subreddit-by-subreddit matrix, in which cells denoted the number of

overlapping users between subreddits, for all possible subreddit pairs. I then transformed this matrix by

calculating the positive pointwise mutual information of each cell. Each subreddit thus had a sparse vector

representation, of thousands of dimensions, each cell representing its overlap with another subreddit, and

with many cells being zero due to no overlap. In order to transform this sparse vector into a dense vector of a

smaller dimension, I then computed the truncated singular value decomposition of this matrix (Hamilton et

al. 2016). The truncated singular value decomposition is a dimensionality reduction technique which takes

the largest k singular values of a matrix that explain the most variance. I chose k to be 300, producing a

dense 300-dimensional vector for each subreddit, denoting the subreddit’s structural position based on its

overlapping users with other subreddits. I transformed this into a cosine similarity score, following the same

procedure as for the CultureW2v measure. In doing so, however, I weighted each cosine similarity score by

the logged size of the alter subreddit, in order to here again make this into a measure of distance from the

largest subreddits, and thus a measure of competitive position in the structural resource space.

Full results are shown in Appendix D. Results are largely consistent with the main models. However,
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there are some key differences. One difference is that, in the growth models, in the areas of structural

sparsity, rather than there being no difference between generic and distinct cultures, it is actually better

to be distinct in order to grow. For engagement models, it is still better across all structural locations to

be culturally distinct, although the effect of culture (for the CulturePMI measure) is more contingent on

structural location. Despite these differences, the results are qualitatively consistent overall, with generic

cultures favoring growth and distinct cultures favoring engagement. The consistencies across these two

different measures of structure, as well as across two different measures of culture, offer evidence of the

robustness of the results.

Next, I ran engagement models with a different measure of engagement. Specifically, I measured engage-

ment as change in the average length of comments made in a subreddit, measured in words. Whereas the

measure used in the main analyses counts the number of comments per user overall, here this measure gets

at engagement in a slightly different way, specifically whether users are engaging more deeply by writing

longer, and thus more in-depth, comments. Results are again largely consistent, yet once again different in a

similar way to the last robustness check using a different structure measure. In models with the CultureW2V

measure, there is no significant effect of culture on engagement at lower levels of structure. See Appendix E

for full results.

6 Discussion

The advent and increasing prominence of the internet yielded a question: would the internet offer space for a

diversity of niche offerings to flourish, or instead reinforce the dominance of generic, culturally homogenous

offerings? This article makes progress on resolving this question in two key ways. First, this article confirms

past findings that the internet has, in some cases, reinforced power-law distributions of resources, and

offers some additional insight into why this may be the case. On Reddit, I find that a small proportion

of communities attract the bulk of attention, and that there is a similar relationship as in many offline

markets between what kind of content a community produces and how it can succeed. Specifically, it is

a generic set of communities that can grow large, reinforcing the dominance of homogeneity in the overall

resource distribution, while niche communities can attract deeper engagement from a smaller set of users.

This is in line with findings in organizational ecology of offline markets showing the dominance of generic

firms, while niche specialty firms must rely on a small set of enthusiast consumers (Carroll 1985, Carroll and

Swaminathan 2000).

I argue that this finding can be explained by two similarities between online and offline contexts. First,

offerings—whether organizations offline or communities online—compete for limited resources. Online, at-

tention remains a limited resource (Goldhaber 1997). Second, individuals must choose how to allocate their

limited attention. In doing so, individuals use information available to them in order to facilitate their

choices. The choices that others make offer valuable information about quality of various offerings, pro-
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viding a pathway for social influence and the emergence of power-law distributions of attention allocation

(e.g., Adamic and Huberman 2000, Aral and Walker 2014). These factors help to account for the similarities

we see in how resources are allocated offline and online, specifically in the form of competitive dynamics

revolving around scarce resources: competitive crowding (Wang et al. 2013, Zhu et al. 2014), scale-based

advantages and competitive differentiation of community form (Lin et al. 2017; Hwang and Foote 2021),

and power-law distributions of attention (Newman 2003, Barabási 2009, Johnson et al. 2014).

The second, and primary, way in which this article makes progress on resolving the question posed

above, is to provide evidence of a key difference in how attention is allocated online, thereby suggesting a

means through which the internet provides a space for cultural diversity to flourish. I do this by moving

beyond a distributional analysis of attention. I find that there is a key difference from offline contexts in

terms of where different kinds of communities can succeed in the overall ecology. On Reddit, both generic

and niche communities can survive anywhere in the overall ecology. They do so by relying on the same

resources in different ways. In terms of the whether the internet allows diverse content to flourish, this

suggests that while niche communities may not receive more attention online, they are able to occupy spaces

of increasing prominence, right next to the largest, most generic communities. This is in stark contrast to

resource allocation in offline contexts, where specialist offerings and firms are relegated to peripheral market

locations (Carroll 1985, Carroll and Swaminathan 2000).

Online, niche communities can gain greater exposure through cross-pollination with the most popular

communities. This suggests that the average Reddit user, who initially joins large, generic communities, will

easily and naturally be able to stumble upon a diverse set of niche communities. This also suggests that

conversations can flow across generic and niche communities, because of the many overlapping users. Diverse

perspectives and spaces can thus become more prominent and influential in the overall ecology. In addition

to the long-tail literature, this finding offers a contribution to the related debate on whether the internet will

lead to “global village” or instead a “cyber-Balkans” (Van Alystne and Brynjolfsson 2005), meaning greater

unification or fragmentation online. These findings suggest that niche communities need not rely on niche

users, but that instead the very same users can connect generic and niche content. The idea that people are

pursuing fragmented tastes, such that each community is populated by separate user bases, is not reflected

in the findings here. Instead, the findings suggest a more interconnected network, in which different kinds

of communities exist in close proximity to one another, connected by shared users.

The finding of increasing prominence for niche communities is rooted in differences between offline and

online contexts. Online spaces offer lower costs and boundaries (Brynjolfsson et al. 2011). Previous studies,

however, have found mixed results in terms of whether these changes actually increase allocation of attention

to diverse offerings (Brynjolfsson et al. 2010). To address this, I focus on an understudied difference at the

individual level: that people can engage with multiple communities concurrently (Waller and Anderson

2019, Teblunthuis et al. 2022). At the level of the ecology, this means that the very nature of the resource

space is different—no longer are resources discrete, and competition for resources zero-sum. Instead, online
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communities can capture the attention of the same individuals, but in different ways. This means that

different kinds of communities can potentially rely on the same resources—I find empirical support for this

on Reddit, where both generic and niche subreddits are able to succeed alongside one another in the resource

space, by capturing the attention of users in different ways.

Related to these points, these findings offer contributions to our understanding of organizational ecology

and resource partitioning. While past work has shown that crowding can impact growth in online spaces,

just as it can in offline markets (Wang et al. 2013), the present article shows that online contexts can support

different kinds of communities even in the same location in the resource space. Underlying this is a difference

in the nature of the resource space online versus offline. In offline contexts, the resource space resembles

a density map of discrete users, with each occupying a single position. In choosing to target a particular

cultural taste, organizations must locate in the section of the resource spaces where resources pursuing that

taste exist. This is because resources allocate their attention in a relatively discrete manner due to the costs

of evaluating different offerings. In online communities, the resource space is different. Because individuals

can allocate their attention across multiple communities, we can conceptualize the resource space instead as

a social network rather than a map of separate resource pools. This goes back to the idea that the network of

communities and users is an online ecology of affiliation (McPherson 1983), representing a duality between

individuals and communities (Breiger 1974). Community nodes exist in localized pockets of crowding or

sparsity defined by their overlapping members with other communities. There are potentially numerous

such pockets, rather than a bifurcated market consisting of a center and periphery, as seen in Figure 4.

This understanding of the resource space as a social network also helps to make sense of some additional

findings from the present study. Specifically, there is a consistent pattern across several different specifications

that shows cultural differentiation matters more in crowded areas compared to less crowded areas. Seen

through a social network lens, areas of higher crowding are not just areas of greater competition for users, but

also areas of greater availability of attention. This means that these more crowded areas can better support

a greater diversity of content, because the users there are spreading their attention more broadly. In offline

contexts, crowding similarly means competition, but because resources are captured in a discrete fashion,

crowding does not mean greater resource availability to support cultural diversity. Cultural differentiation

is an adaptive response to competition (Bellah 1959, Fischer 1975), but cultural diversity can only flourish

where there is resource availability. In offline contexts, cultural diversity is relegated to the periphery, where

there are pockets of unmet demand. Cultural differentiation necessitates structural differentiation. Online,

where resources can be spread across multiple offerings, cultural differentiation can occur without structural

differentiation.

Building from this, and at a more meta-theoretical level, the present article contributes to ecological

theory, and echoes a growing body of literature in sociology, by suggesting the importance of studying

structure and culture as related yet independent concepts, rather than assuming their coupling (Emirbayer

and Goodwin 1994, Ruef 2000, Mark 2003). An assumption of coupling makes sense in offline contexts
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where high costs couple individual resources with a particular taste or set of related tastes (Peterson and

Berger 1975, Carroll 1985). However, in online communities, where individuals can engage with potentially

numerous cultural tastes simultaneously, communities can differentiate culturally even in the same structural

resource location, capturing individuals’ attention in different ways, and meaning that structure and culture

can become decoupled.

Overall, the findings in this article suggest that the internet may reinforce certain familiar patterns of

resource allocation, but also can open up new avenues for diverse content to find an audience and enter into

the larger conversation. While this study was limited to a single online platform, studying these dynamics

on other platforms with different affordances offers an exciting path for future research.

7 Tables

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

Mean SD Min Max

Growth 1.177 2.524 0.00182 624.8

Engagement 1.044 1.145 0.00284 409.4

Structure 172.2 234.0 0 15085.5

CulturePMI 1.022 0.613 0.00271 14.42

CultureW2V 0.0434 0.0397 0.00304 0.718

Num Users 998.5 8169.6 1 583739

Comments per User 5.239 22.89 1 1901.6

Comment Length 36.19 21.98 1 892.1

Age (Months) 39.20 25.38 0 131

Default 0.00487 0.0696 0 1

Mod Activity 0.241 0.428 0 1
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Table 3: Growth Models

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Probability of Being Active 3.196∗∗∗ 3.142∗∗∗ 3.185∗∗∗ 3.145∗∗∗ 3.164∗∗∗

(0.346) (0.345) (0.345) (0.345) (0.345)

Num Users -0.248∗∗∗ -0.259∗∗∗ -0.250∗∗∗ -0.259∗∗∗ -0.250∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Comments per User 0.091∗∗∗ 0.088∗∗∗ 0.095∗∗∗ 0.088∗∗∗ 0.095∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Comment Length -0.043∗∗∗ -0.049∗∗∗ -0.043∗∗∗ -0.049∗∗∗ -0.042∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Default 0.192∗∗∗ 0.196∗∗∗ 0.192∗∗∗ 0.196∗∗∗ 0.192∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.019)

Age (Months) 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Mod Activity -0.005 -0.003 -0.004 -0.003 -0.004

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Structure -0.024∗∗∗ -0.025∗∗∗ -0.025∗∗∗ -0.053∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.011)

CulturePMI -0.045∗∗∗ -0.054∗

(0.007) (0.024)

CultureW2V -0.020∗∗∗ 0.027

(0.006) (0.018)

Structure × CulturePMI 0.002

(0.005)

Structure × CultureW2V -0.009∗∗

(0.003)

Constant 1.089∗∗∗ 1.283∗∗∗ 1.141∗∗∗ 1.286∗∗∗ 1.284∗∗∗

(0.020) (0.026) (0.028) (0.026) (0.061)

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Subreddit FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 440,235 440,235 440,235 440,235 440,235

Notes: Models were estimated using cluster-robust standard errors, at the level of the subreddit.

∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 4: Growth Margins

CulturePMI CultureW2V

-2SD -0.0479∗∗∗ -0.00697

(0.010) (0.008)

-1SD -0.0468∗∗∗ -0.0130∗

(0.008) (0.007)

Mean -0.0457∗∗∗ -0.0190∗∗

(0.007) (0.006)

+1SD -0.0447∗∗∗ -0.0250∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.006)

+2SD -0.0436∗∗∗ -0.0310∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.007)

Notes: Table shows average marginal effects of culture measures across levels of structure.

∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 5: Engagement Models

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Probability of Being Active 5.265∗∗∗ 5.314∗∗∗ 5.252∗∗∗ 5.320∗∗∗ 5.271∗∗∗

(0.229) (0.228) (0.228) (0.227) (0.228)

Num Users 0.056∗∗∗ 0.071∗∗∗ 0.059∗∗∗ 0.071∗∗∗ 0.059∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Comments per User -0.434∗∗∗ -0.426∗∗∗ -0.436∗∗∗ -0.426∗∗∗ -0.436∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

Comment Length -0.023∗∗∗ -0.013∗∗ -0.020∗∗∗ -0.013∗∗ -0.020∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Default -0.086∗∗∗ -0.094∗∗∗ -0.090∗∗∗ -0.094∗∗∗ -0.090∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011)

Age (Months) 0.000∗∗∗ 0.000∗∗∗ 0.000 0.000∗∗∗ 0.000

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Mod Activity 0.001 -0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.000

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Structure 0.008∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ 0.034∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.010)

CulturePMI 0.060∗∗∗ 0.044∗

(0.006) (0.020)

CultureW2V 0.036∗∗∗ -0.006

(0.005) (0.016)

Structure × CulturePMI 0.003

(0.004)

Structure × CultureW2V 0.008∗∗

(0.003)

Constant 0.221∗∗∗ 0.071∗∗ 0.285∗∗∗ 0.076∗∗∗ 0.156∗∗

(0.014) (0.022) (0.019) (0.022) (0.054)

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Subreddit FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 440,235 440,235 440,235 440,235 440,235

Notes: Models were estimated using cluster-robust standard errors, at the level of the subreddit.

∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 6: Engagement Margins

CulturePMI CultureW2V

-2SD 0.0556∗∗∗ 0.0243∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.006)

-1SD 0.0576∗∗∗ 0.0297∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.005)

Mean 0.0596∗∗∗ 0.0352∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.005)

+1SD 0.0617∗∗∗ 0.0406∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.005)

+2SD 0.0637∗∗∗ 0.0460∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.006)

Notes: Table shows average marginal effects of culture measures across levels of structure.

∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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8 Figures

Figure 1: Power Law Distribution of Attention

Figure 2: Subreddits Binned by Size
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Figure 3: Relationship between Key Measures and Size
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Figure 4: Visualizing Structure and Culture
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Figure 5: Culture within Structure

Figure 6: 4 Quadrants
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Figure 7: Predicted Growth Outcomes - CulturePMI Measure

Figure 8: Predicted Growth Outcomes - CultureW2V Measure
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Figure 9: Predicted Engagement Outcomes - CulturePMI Measure

Figure 10: Predicted Engagement Outcomes - CultureW2V Measure
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Appendix A: Sample Filtering Criteria

In creating the sample, I used a number of filtering criteria—at the level of the comment, user, and subreddit.

Many of these filters follow other studies of Reddit and other similar online communities (e.g., Wang et al.

2013, Zhang et al. 2017, Waller and Anderson 2021, Teblunthuis and Hill 2022). First, in terms of comments,

on Reddit, some comments are removed by moderators or by the user. In addition, users can delete their

account or be banned from Reddit, meaning that some comments lose the information on their associated

author. Comments without text or author data would not allow for calculation of key independent variables

around structure and culture, and thus I chose to remove these comments from the sample.

Second, in terms of users, this is a study of user time and attention as the key resource for online

communities on Reddit. As such, I am interested in examining attention allocation within the site, rather

than between Reddit and other external sites. I therefore wanted to make sure that I was capturing within-

platform attention. To do so, I followed other studies in limiting the analysis to users who made a certain

number of comments, above a minimum threshold (Hamilton et al. 2017). Specifically, I removed users who

posted fewer than 10 comments in their lifetime on Reddit (Waller and Anderson 2021). Another reason for

doing this was that I am interested in competition for attention on Reddit, but only attention that represents

a potential significant resource, rather than small pieces of attention by very transitory users.

Third, at the subreddit level, I filtered subreddits based on a number of criteria. First, I removed

subreddits that existed for only a single month, doing so in order to remove junk and transient subreddits.

As another measure to remove junk subreddits and subreddits dominated by bots, I removed subreddits

that never grew beyond a single user in their entire lifetime within the study period, as these were most

likely to be bot-dominated subreddits. Additionally, I removed subreddits where the average number of

comments per user was above 2,500 per month—this is because this is a reasonable upper-level threshold
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for real humans to comment per month (assuming the most intense Reddit users are using Reddit about

10 hours per day, 6 days per week, and making roughly 10 comments/hour, this equates to around 2,500

comments per month). Subreddits above this threshold are very likely to be dominated by bots. Inspection

of subreddits corroborated this estimate, with the most engaged, primarily human-populated subreddits

garnering roughly 2,500 comments per user per month. Above this threshold, subreddits are either fully

spam (e.g. users spamming the same comment over and over) or completely dominated by bots (such as

a subreddit in which a bot posted match recaps from DOTA2). I eliminated these junk and bot-centric

subreddits, as they were not the focus of the analyses. Instead, I wanted to focus on subreddits consisting

mostly of human users. There were 27 of these subreddits. I also ran models with these subreddits included,

and findings were consistent. Note that I do not take any steps to remove bots beyond these subreddits,

as bots are part of the ecosystem of Reddit (and the product of human attention) and contribute content

that can help shape communities. I only wanted to remove communities in which there was no direct human

participation.

As additional filters, I included only subreddits that met a minimum threshold of activity—specifically

those that attracted an average of at least 100 comments per month. The reasoning was to remove subreddits

that did not draw enough activity to enter into the competitive ecology in a real way (Wang et al. 2013).

In addition, I considered a subreddit inactive in a given month if it had fewer than 10 comments in that

month. I did this in order to limit the sample of subreddits each month to those with enough text data

to reasonably calculate culture measures. Additionally, I ran a model that tested the language of each

subreddit, and included only those in English (Wang et al. 2013, Waller and Anderson 2021), doing so

because the culture measures may operate differently for non-English text. Even after these filters, there

were 3 subreddit-months in which I could not calculate a culture score. This is because the measures for

culture included only words appearing at least 5 times on Reddit in a particular month. These subreddits

had no words that reached this threshold, and so I could not calculate a culture score. As such, I did not

include them in the dataset.

Appendix B: Additional Details on CulturePMI Measure

In this section, I offer additional detail into the CulturePMI measure. Underlying the measure for each

subreddit, is a measure of how distinct each word is to the particular subreddit (Zhang et al. 2017). When a

subreddit contains a larger proportion of words that are distinct to that subreddit relative to other subreddits,

then the subreddit will be more distinct overall. Stated differently, subreddits where discussion uses more

localized language are more distinct.

In order to give some more insight into what this means, I picked a sample of 9 subreddits. The sample

subreddits are: r/funny, r/pokemongo, r/philosophy, r/Liberal, r/science, r/leagueoflegends, r/AskReddit,

r/dogecoinbeg, and r/ledootgeneration. For each subreddit, I plotted the distribution of word distinctiveness
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scores for each subreddit (these are the scores which are averaged to get the overall culture score for the

subreddit). A higher score indicates that a word is used more frequently in the focal subreddit than in

other subreddits, indicating the word is distinct to that subreddit context. A score close to 0 indicates that

the word is used in relatively similar frequencies in the focal subreddit and in other subreddits. Finally,

a score below 0 indicates that the word is used relatively less frequently in the focal subreddit relative to

other subreddits. Many subreddits have a distribution centered around zero, but some are more skewed.

For example, r/AskReddit, which is the largest subreddit, has a right-skewed distribution, indicating a lack

of many distinct words, underlying its low overall culture score. On the opposite end of the spectrum,

r/ledootgeneration has a longer tail of distinct words, associated with its high culture score. Similarly,

r/dogecoinbeg, a very small community, has many distinct words and thus has a high culture score.

On the word score distributions for each subreddit, I identify two words. For most subreddits, I picked

a word that exemplified the subreddit and thus was likely to have a high score, as well as a word that was

likely to not be so distinct to the particular subreddit, and thus would have a lower score. For the r/funny

subreddit, a distinct word is “uproarious,” whereas a less distinct word is “fine.” For the r/pokemongo

subreddit, focused on the video game Pokemon Go, a distinct word is the pokemon “pikachu” whereas a less

distinct word is the generic animal “dog.” For the r/philosophy subreddit, a distinct word is the famous

philosopher “Kierkegaard,” whereas a more generic feeling “sad” is less not distinct. For the r/Liberal sub-

reddit, “progressive” is a relatively distinct word, whereas “position” is not. For the subreddit r/science,

“periodic table” is a relatively distinct word, whereas “interesting” is not. For the r/leagueoflegends sub-

reddit, focused on the popular video game, “gank” is a distinct word whereas “videogame” is not. For the

r/AskReddit subreddit, the largest subreddit which is a generic ask and answer forum, I chose two words

“asking” and “fun” but both are relatively non-distinct. This subreddit does not have a large proportion of

distinct words, as it contains mostly generic discussion. For the r/dogecoinbeg subreddit, focused around

people asking others to give them coins in the cryptocurrency Dogecoin, “doge” is a very distinct word,

whereas “money” is not. For the r/ledootgeneration subreddit, a very distinct subreddit focused around

a particular meme involving a skeleton playing “doot doot” notes on a trumpet, the word “doot” is quite

distinct, whereas “meme” is less so. These graphs give greater insight into what the CulturePMI measure is

actually capturing.
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Figure 11: CulturePMI Examples

Appendix C: Additional Details on CultureW2V Measure

In this section, I offer additional detail on the word embedding model used to create the CultureW2V scores.

I leveraged the skip-gram architecture of the Word2Vec algorithm, trained with negative sampling procedure

(5 negative samples), which has been shown to have superior performance on large datasets (Mikolov et al.

2013). Skip-gram uses a shallow, two-layered neural network architecture, which enables efficient training

even on massive data sets. The model reads in a corpus line-by-line, utilizing a sliding window of k words

(I used k=5 for this study), and predicts the context surrounding each word—meaning specifically that it

predicts the words, within window k, surrounding the focal input word (Mikolov et al. 2013, Kozlowski et al.

2019). Additionally, I trained models over 5 epochs (iterations), to increase quality of word representations.

To train skip-gram models on Reddit data, I used the python library Gensim. For each month, I trans-

formed the Reddit data into a text file in which each comment represented a “document” in the monthly

corpus. Skip-gram models were thus trained on within-comment context windows, to generate vectors based

on words actually co-occurring in the data. This resulted in a word-embedding model for each month of

data.

Beyond these details, I include here, in Figure 12, the same t-SNE plot included in the main text of

subreddits based on their vectors underlying the CultureW2V score, but here I include text of the names

of a random sample of subreddits, to show the validity of the similarity calculations. I ran a K-Means

clustering algorithm, and then randomly sampled 1.5 percent of subreddits within each cluster (percentage

chosen to balance coverage and text visibility). Inspecting subreddit names reveals clusters of topically-

similar subreddits.

In addition, I include Figure 13 which displays 10 sample words and their most relevant matches based
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on cosine similarity from the word embedding model trained on December 2016 data. This gives a sense of

what word similarity means in the word2vec model.

Finally, I include Figure 14, which displays a t-SNE plot based on embeddings for words. I include here

only the most frequent 10,000 words (out of 500,000 total words), from December 2016, excluding the top

100 most frequent words. The size of each word’s dot represents the frequency of that word. I then ran a

K-means clustering algorithm, and included 10 percent of words from each cluster, to give a sense of the word

similarities. This plot shows the underlying relationship between words, which in turn underlie the subreddit

vectors that go into the CultureW2V score. Similarly, here inspection reveals clusters of semantically-similar

words.

Figure 12: CultureW2V Plot
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Figure 13: CultureW2V Words

Figure 14: CultureW2V Word Plot

Appendix D: Results from Alternative Measure of Structure
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Table 7: Growth Models with Alternative Structure Measure

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Probability of Being Active 3.196∗∗∗ 3.152∗∗∗ 3.196∗∗∗ 2.907∗∗∗ 3.347∗∗∗

(0.346) (0.345) (0.345) (0.345) (0.345)

Num Users -0.248∗∗∗ -0.254∗∗∗ -0.244∗∗∗ -0.246∗∗∗ -0.243∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003)

Comments per User 0.091∗∗∗ 0.087∗∗∗ 0.094∗∗∗ 0.087∗∗∗ 0.094∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Comment Length -0.043∗∗∗ -0.050∗∗∗ -0.044∗∗∗ -0.037∗∗∗ -0.038∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Default 0.192∗∗∗ 0.178∗∗∗ 0.174∗∗∗ 0.222∗∗∗ 0.181∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.018) (0.018) (0.021) (0.019)

Age (Months) 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Mod Activity -0.005 -0.004 -0.005 -0.003 0.000

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Structure -0.033∗∗∗ -0.033∗∗∗ -0.038∗∗∗ -0.338∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.022)

CulturePMI -0.046∗∗∗ 0.104∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.011)

CultureW2V -0.020∗∗∗ 0.086∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.010)

Structure × CulturePMI -0.125∗∗∗

(0.007)

Structure × CultureW2V -0.093∗∗∗

(0.006)

Constant 1.089∗∗∗ 1.176∗∗∗ 1.031∗∗∗ 1.099∗∗∗ 1.355∗∗∗

(0.020) (0.024) (0.027) (0.025) (0.036)

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Subreddit FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 440,235 440,235 440,235 440,235 440,235

Notes: Models were estimated using cluster-robust standard errors, at the level of the subreddit.

∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 8: Growth Margins with Alternative Structure Measure

CulturePMI CultureW2V

-2SD 0.0515∗∗∗ 0.0477∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.008)

-1SD 0.00218 0.0112

(0.008) (0.007)

Mean -0.0471∗∗∗ -0.0252∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.006)

+1SD -0.0964∗∗∗ -0.0617∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.007)

+2SD -0.146∗∗∗ -0.0981∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.008)

Notes: Table shows average marginal effects of culture measures across levels of structure.

∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 9: Engagement Models with Alternative Structure Measure

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Probability of Being Active 5.265∗∗∗ 5.314∗∗∗ 5.251∗∗∗ 5.211∗∗∗ 5.238∗∗∗

(0.229) (0.228) (0.228) (0.228) (0.228)

Num Users 0.056∗∗∗ 0.068∗∗∗ 0.056∗∗∗ 0.071∗∗∗ 0.056∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Comments per User -0.434∗∗∗ -0.427∗∗∗ -0.436∗∗∗ -0.427∗∗∗ -0.436∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

Comment Length -0.023∗∗∗ -0.013∗∗ -0.020∗∗∗ -0.007 -0.020∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Default -0.086∗∗∗ -0.084∗∗∗ -0.080∗∗∗ -0.066∗∗∗ -0.080∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.010) (0.011)

Age (Months) 0.000∗∗∗ 0.000∗∗∗ 0.000 0.000∗ 0.000

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Mod Activity 0.001 -0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Structure 0.017∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗ 0.015∗∗∗ 0.042∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.016)

CulturePMI 0.061∗∗∗ 0.123∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.009)

CultureW2V 0.036∗∗∗ 0.028∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.007)

Structure × CulturePMI -0.052∗∗∗

(0.005)

Structure × CultureW2V 0.008

(0.005)

Constant 0.221∗∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗ 0.323∗∗∗ 0.074∗∗∗ 0.296∗∗∗

(0.014) (0.021) (0.018) (0.021) (0.026)

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Subreddit FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 440,235 440,235 440,235 440,235 440,235

Notes: Models were estimated using cluster-robust standard errors, at the level of the subreddit.

∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 10: Engagement Margins with Alternative Structure Measure

CulturePMI CultureW2V

-2SD 0.102∗∗∗ 0.0308∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.006)

-1SD 0.0811∗∗∗ 0.0338∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.005)

Mean 0.0605∗∗∗ 0.0368∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.005)

+1SD 0.0399∗∗∗ 0.0398∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.005)

+2SD 0.0193∗ 0.0429∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.006)

Notes: Table shows average marginal effects of culture measures across levels of structure.

∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Appendix E: Results from Alternative Measure of Engagement

Table 11: Alternate Engagement Models

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Probability of Being Active -0.905∗∗∗ -0.850∗∗∗ -0.912∗∗∗ -0.849∗∗∗ -0.877∗∗∗

(0.203) (0.201) (0.203) (0.201) (0.203)

Num Users 0.001 0.018∗∗∗ 0.003∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.003∗

(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)

Comments per User -0.003 0.007 -0.004 0.007 -0.004

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Comment Length -0.683∗∗∗ -0.670∗∗∗ -0.681∗∗∗ -0.670∗∗∗ -0.682∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.007) (0.006) (0.007) (0.006)

Default 0.022 0.013 0.021 0.013 0.019

(0.014) (0.013) (0.014) (0.013) (0.014)

Age (Months) -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Mod Activity 0.009∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Structure 0.007∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗ 0.054∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.009)

CulturePMI 0.071∗∗∗ 0.068∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.017)

CultureW2V 0.023∗∗∗ -0.055∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.014)

Structure × CulturePMI 0.001

(0.003)

Structure × CultureW2V 0.015∗∗∗

(0.003)

Constant 2.335∗∗∗ 2.171∗∗∗ 2.369∗∗∗ 2.172∗∗∗ 2.132∗∗∗

(0.022) (0.034) (0.022) (0.034) (0.051)

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Subreddit FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 440,235 440,235 440,235 440,235 440,235

Notes: Models were estimated using cluster-robust standard errors, at the level of the subreddit.

∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 12: Alternate Engagement Margins

CulturePMI CultureW2V

-2SD 0.0702∗∗∗ 0.00112

(0.010) (0.007)

-1SD 0.0706∗∗∗ 0.0111

(0.009) (0.006)

Mean 0.0710∗∗∗ 0.0210∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.006)

+1SD 0.0713∗∗∗ 0.0309∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.007)

+2SD 0.0717∗∗∗ 0.0409∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.007)

Notes: Table shows average marginal effects of culture measures across levels of structure.

∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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